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Introduction
Here we present the Q1 report for 2009, which takes a look at some of the most
interesting events of this quarter.
It seems that spam levels have stabilized over the last three months, even though the ratio
is still high. We include an interesting article dealing with the main sources of spam. It is
worth noting that the global financial crisis is having an impact on spam, as there has been
a proliferation of messages related to job offers.
In the Vulnerabilities section you will be able to check out the vulnerabilities that have
appeared over the last three months.
This quarter, two computer worms grabbed the headlines: Waledac and Conficker.
Waledac is considered by some researchers as an evolved version of Storm Worm.
Whatever it is, however, it is clear that Waledac used all possible means to flood users
mailboxes with Valentines Day-related spam messages. The Conficker worm not only
infected thousands of computers in a very short time, but even caused Microsoft to offer a
reward to whoever was able to capture its creator.
We also analyze the most important malware trends during this quarter. It seems there is a
comeback of old-fashioned viruses adapted to modern times. The Sality.AO virus is a good
example of this, as it can spread across the web like the latest malware specimens.
Similarly, as in previous reports, we outline the evolution of active malware country by
country during 2009 as well as the statistics for this last quarter.
We hope you find it interesting.
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Executive summary
Spyware category has increased almost eleven percent, placing itself as the second most
detected malware category in Q1 2009.
Taiwan leads the ranking of active malware, being over the 30% barrier. Turkey and Brazil
are also noteworthy. They occupy second and third place respectively, overtaking Spain
and the United States.
The amount of spam that circulates the web is stable. There have not been any
considerable changes over the last few months.
The global financial crisis has caused an increase in the number of messages related to job
offers or academic degrees.
Most of web pages included in spam messages are hosted in the United States, Europe
and China, the main markets that spam targets at.
At present, approximately 140 domains have been used to distribute malicious codes from
the Waledac family.
The extent of the Conficker attack has lead Microsoft to offer a $250,000 reward to
whoever provides information about its creators.
The latest known variant will start to generate 50,000 URLs on a daily basis from April 1.
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First quarter figures
Distribution of the new threats detected
The graph below illustrates the distribution of new variants by type of malware detected
by PandaLabs in the first quarter of 2009:

Figure 1. New malware detected in Q1.
As illustrated in the graph, the predominant malware category throughout Q1 has been
Trojans, even though the percentage (73.82%) has dropped almost 4 percent (3.67%)
compared to the previous quarter.
With respect to these figures, backdoor Trojans have been included in the Trojans
category, and bots have been included in either worms or Trojans, depending on the type.
As for worms, their percentage has risen slightly, now accounting for 3.25% of all
malware.
Malware creators are still focusing heavily on hybrid worm-Trojans, with the aim of
exploiting the characteristics of both these categories to the maximum.

One step ahead.
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First quarter figures
The most interesting aspect has been the considerable increase of spyware, almost eleven
percent (10.57%) compared to the previous quarter. Spyware has placed itself as the
second most detected malware category in Q1 2009 (13.15% of all malware).
As for adware (8.83% of all malware), cyber-crooks continue to show a preference
towards the rogue antivirus subtype.
We have grouped categories with low prevalence under the heading Other.

Figure 2. Other malware.

One step ahead.
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First quarter figures
Month by month
Below you can see the appearance of new malware month by month, separated into the
most important categories.

Figure 3. Evolution of the new malware.
The most prevalent malware categories each month are those that provide the largest
financial return to threat creators.

One step ahead.
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First quarter figures
Threats detected by the PandaLabs sensors
The following graph shows the distribution of detections made by the Panda Security
sensors throughout the fourth quarter of 2008.

Figure 4. Distribution of detections in Q1.
In this quarter, adware has increased slightly by half a point to 21.13%, with Trojans now
in first place at 31.51%. Even though Trojans have decreased compared to the previous
quarter, they remain at the top of the most widely detected malware types.
Worms are also in decline (they dropped by 0.83%) although they more or less maintain
their infection ratio, which stays at 11.64%, and still represent a significant type of
malicious code due to the speed with which they spread to other systems.
At 1.59%, dialers still refuse to disappear, despite their downward trend over the last few
years.
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First quarter figures
Below you can see the 10 threats most frequently detected by these sensors:

Figure 5. The 10 threats most frequently detected.
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Active malware
In this section we will be looking at how malware has evolved so far during 2009.
In order to understand what active malware is, we must first define the two possible status
for malware: active and latent.
Latent malware is malware that is on a PC but not taking any action. It is waiting to be
executed, either directly by the user or remotely by an attacker.
Once it is run, it starts to take the damaging action for which it has been programmed. In
this case, the status changes from latent to active.
We have been monitoring the evolution of active malware month by month on our
website: www.pandasecurity.com/infected_or_not/, and through our online tool
ActiveScan 2.0.
This service allows any users to run free online scans of their computer, and check whether
they are infected or not.

Figure 6. ActiveScan 2.0 online tool
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Active malware
In this graph you can see how malware has evolved so far during Q1 2009.

Figure 7. Active malware evolution during Q1 2009.
We have included data from the last two months in 2008 to give a better overview of the
evolution of active malware.
January started off with the lowest malware ratio in Q1 2009 (10.78% of infected PCs).
From then on there has been a progressive increase up to 14.33%, the highest active
malware ratio since August 2008.
The average active malware ratio in Q1 reached 12.67%, a lower percentage than that
registered for the whole of 2008. The data shows that this quarters figures are higher
than those in Q4 2008, so, if the current trend continues, the percentage is likely to
increase in the next quarter.
This data reflects the evolution globally, but what about in each country? The graph below
shows the infection percentage in the countries with most scans1 through the Infected or
Not site and ActiveScan 2.0.
1 Countries are ordered according to the number of scans performed.

One step ahead.
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Active malware

Figure 8. Countries with highest malware percentage (January-March 2009).
Taiwan leads the ranking with 31.70%, and is actually the only country that is over the
30% barrier. Turkey and Brazil are also noteworthy. They occupy second and third place
respectively, overtaking Spain and the United States. Poland shares the same percentage as
Brazil, but it would occupy fourth place, as it has a lower number of scans performed.
Mexico, nevertheless, has witnessed a decrease in the amount of malware (17.95%),
dropping almost 10% compared to the 24.87% active malware average recorded for the
whole of 2008.

One step ahead.
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Quarterly Spam Report
This document analyzes the current situation of spam. The PandaLabs spam monitoring
systems provide us with statistical data about the amount of spam that reaches our
SpamTraps2, our products spam detection ratios, sources of spam, etc.

Spam traffic
In order to analyze spam traffic we have used a source that provides us with some 43,000
spam messages every day, with peaks of 68,000 daily emails. This amount of spam lets us
obtain quite reliable statistics about the current spam situation.
The amount of spam that circulates the web is stable. There have not been any considerable
changes over the last few months.

Figure 9. Spam in circulation (January-February 2009).

2 A SpamTrap is a Web-based mail server that has certain domains associated to it with no accounts. It is
configured so that it accepts all emails sent to the server. The purpose of this server is to collect spam sent by
spammers. There are several techniques and configurations to facilitate the reception of spam.

One step ahead.
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Quarterly Spam Report
Regarding message subjects, the global financial crisis has caused an increase in the
number of messages related to job offers or academic degrees.

Figure 10. Subject of spam messages.
In any event, messages having to do with sexual enhancers or pharmaceuticals are still
predominant, as shown by the graph below:

Figure 11. Comparative among the main subjects of spam.

One step ahead.
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Quarterly Spam Report
Sources of spam
Regarding spamming countries, before drawing any conclusions it is important to bear in
mind the possible sources of spam:
 SPAMMERS
 BOTNETS (Malware)
On one hand, we have ISPs that host computers for tracking addresses and massively
sending spam to them. On the other hand, we have malware-infected computers
controlled remotely for sending out spam.
It must also be taken into account that, in the case of spammers, they host their computers
in ISPs in countries where spam control regulations are poor or simply dont exist.
Next is a series of figures that show the geographical distribution of spam sources:

Figure 12. Geographical distribution of spam sources.

One step ahead.
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Quarterly Spam Report

Figure 13. Geographical distribution of spam
(the deeper the color, the higher the spam level).

The figure below shows the location of the top spamming regions according to the source
IP address. Green shows moderate spammers, orange shows moderate-high spammers
and red indicates massive spammers.

Figure 14. Spamming centers by IP address.

One step ahead.
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Quarterly Spam Report
Two IP addresses are particularly noteworthy: 58.211.75.8, with over 1,000 emails sent
out and based in Beijing, and 211.234.119.69, with almost 3,400 emails sent out, and
based in Seoul.
As shown in the image below, the highlighted points also show circles in different colors.
This indicates that several important spammers coexist in those cities.

Figure 15. Other important spamming centers.

One step ahead.
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Quarterly Spam Report
In Europe, it is Eastern countries that concentrate the vast majority of spamming centers.

Figure 16. Spam sources in Europe.

Spam URLs
After analyzing the source of spam we will now analyze the servers that host the web
pages that spam messages point to. As previously mentioned, spam sending is prosecuted
in certain countries, whereas in countries like the United States some prison sentences have
been issued for spammers. However, in the case of the web pages that spam points to it is
almost impossible to identify who is behind them. Thats why the map of spam sources
changes considerably with regard to Western countries.

One step ahead.
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Quarterly Spam Report
Most of these web pages are hosted in the United States, Europe and China, the main
markets that spam targets at.

Figure 17. Hosting of spam URLs.

Conclusion
The conclusion that can be drawn from this data is that the anti-spam policies implemented
by certain governments and specially ISPs have caused botnets to become spammers
weapon of choice. As they are low-intensity sources, they dont draw peoples attention
and are less likely to be listed on DNSBLs 3 . Also, they allow spammers to escape any
accountability.
It is worth mentioning that the shutdown of McColo, the ISP that controlled the largest
botnet in the world, in November last year made spam traffic decline by 75%. It is very
important to raise awareness among users of the need to keep their systems free of
malware. This will not only help keep the integrity of their IT systems and data, but will also
reduce possible sources of spam.
3 DNSBL are lists of possible IP addresses used to send out spam. These IP addresses have been identified either
because some SPAMTRAP network has received spam from them, or because users have received spam from
those addresses and have reported them, or because they are considered IP addresses from which no such
volume of emails should be sent (home connections). These IP addresses are collected and updated by
institutions such as SpamHaus and used by several email servers to reject emails sent from those IP addresses.
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Vulnerabilities in Q1 2009
MS09-001, the first security bulletin issued by Microsoft in 2009, included several critical
updates for all Windows systems. These updates fixed two privately reported vulnerabilities
and one publicly disclosed vulnerability in Microsoft Server Message Block (SMB) Protocol.
An attacker who successfully exploited these vulnerabilities could run code on unpatched
Windows systems. This way, affected computers were completely compromised.
The second bulletin of the year, MS09-002, addressed several vulnerabilities in Internet
Explorer. This browser is probably Microsofts application most affected by security flaws.
Microsoft Exchange and Microsoft SQL Servers were subject to attacks in February. Two
critical vulnerabilities were discovered in Microsoft Exchange Server, whereas one was
detected in Microsoft SQL Server. The latest affected the stored procedure
sp_replwritetovarbin and even though it was first discovered in December 2008, it wasnt
finally resolved by Microsoft until February 2009. These three vulnerabilities were corrected
in the MS09-003 and MS09-004 bulletins respectively.
Security researchers have also turned their attention to office applications. In February, a 0day vulnerability was discovered in Microsoft Excel that was being used to install malware
in governmental organizations in Asia. So far, Microsoft has not published any patches to
fix this vulnerability. It has, however, given some recommendations in its security advisory
968272. We have published a post on the PandaLabs blog informing how the TruPrevent
tehnologies included in our antivirus programs have protected our clients right from the
appearance of the first vulnerable .xls files.
Besides Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Office Visio has also been affected by several
vulnerabilities. However, this time, Microsoft published a security bulletin -MS09-005including the patches that fixed the three vulnerabilities that could be exploited to run
code on affected computers.

One step ahead.
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Vulnerabilities in Q1 2009
Several critical flaws were also revealed that affected PDF files, turning Adobe Acrobat and
Adobe Reader vulnerable. Even the Foxit Reader free application was found affected by a
flaw similar to the others. This is probably due to the fact that more and more users are
turning to this free application to view PDF files, which has caused malware writers to
include it on their hit list.
Finally, Microsoft has published a number of security updates in March: MS09-006, MS09007 and MS09-008. The flaw covered in MS09-006 is due to incorrect validation of input
passed from user mode parsed through the kernel component of DGI. This vulnerability is
highly critical and affects all Windows versions. The 2 remaining vulnerabilities are of the
spoofing type. The first one was addressed in bulletin MS09-007 and affected the Secure
Channel (SChannel) security package in Windows. The other vulnerability affected
Microsofts WINS and DNS servers. We have published a post on the PandaLabs blog that
shows an analysis conducted in our laboratory on Microsofts update for fixing this
vulnerability detected on the Windows DNS server.
At Panda Security we are continuously improving our products to protect our clients
against new vulnerabilities. Wed like to recommend users to install the updates made
available in Microsofts security bulletins as soon as possible, as well as other security
updates that may affect other products installed on their systems.

One step ahead.
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The most significant malicious codes in Q1
Conficker
Having affected approximately 10 million computers (including computers belonging to
British and French military organizations), the Conficker worm is the most important
malware strain of this last quarter.
The extent of the attack has lead Microsoft to offer a $250,000 reward to whoever
provides information about its creators.

Figure 18. Article published by Microsoft offering a reward.
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The most significant malicious codes in Q1
Here are just a few examples of common passwords: 123456, qwerty, admin., password,
login, default, etc.
Malicious actions carried out by this worm include monitoring active system processes to
eliminate those corresponding to security applications and reduce the computers
protection level, and preventing web access to the most important software domains and
security forums.

Figure 19. List of addresses of security companies.

One step ahead.
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The most significant malicious codes in Q1
Conficker disables services such as Windows Automatic Update, Windows Security Center,
Windows Defender and Windows Error Reporting, leaving the system vulnerable to other
malicious codes.
It also checks the system date and compares it to that of websites such as google.com,
yahoo.com, ask.com, etc. If the latter is later than January 1 or another predefined date, it
generates an algorithm, depending on the current system date, to access a web page and
download other malicious codes.
Additionally, Conficker enables remote access through a backdoor with self-update features,
allowing it to keep up-to-date on its creators instructions.
Although a critical security patch has been released, there is a vulnerability window from the
moment until the patch is actually applied by most users. Cyber-crooks use that vulnerability
window to collect confidential information from the infected systems.
Even four months after Microsoft has published the patch there are computers that have
been infected and that are unprotected due to administrators or owners neglect.

One step ahead.
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The most significant malicious codes in Q1
Waledac in Valentines Day
Spammers tend to become more active as specific dates such as Christmas, New Year and
Valentines Day approach. During these periods, users are bombarded by annoying and
occasionally malicious spam.
In the last two years, the Storm worm botnet accounted for the majority of spam sent
around these dates. However, it is the Waledac family of malicious code that has most
exploited Valentines Day.
More annoying than malicious, the first malicious Valentine-related messages appeared
long before February 14, and used a range of social engineering techniques to deceive
users. Simply viewing their content makes cyber-crooks activity viable.
The image below shows a typical page that users are redirected to when clicking one of the
initial Valentines Day spam messages:

Figure 20. Website to which the first malicious Valentines Day messages redirect users.
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The most significant malicious codes in Q1
As well as distributing inoffensive messages, cyber-crooks have used Valentines Day to
spread numerous malicious codes from the Waledac family through emails with malicious
urls.
The modus operandi is similar to that of the first spam messages advertising
pharmaceuticals, as they are distributed via email, in this case using Valentine-related
messages informing recipients that someone has sent them a virtual card. The message
contains a link that is redirected to a malicious domain in order to view the card.
Below is an example of a malicious domain:

Figure 21. Malicious Waledac domain.
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The most significant malicious codes in Q1
The worm is downloaded to the computer (automatically or through user interaction).
However, for the download to be successful, users must agree to it:

Figure 22. Download of the malicious file.
Cyber-crooks created numerous domains to distribute the Waledac worm using inoffensive
names such as card.exe, ecard.exe, love.exe, loveyou.exe, meandyou.exe, etc.
Some of these domains were designed to modify the file to be downloaded in order to
distribute different malicious codes and prevent security companies from detecting them.
This idea of numerous small infections is known as a silent epidemic.
The impact of domains distributing malicious Waledac codes was so great that some
domains were even highly-ranked in search engines. This could cause users trying to locate
virtual cards to access malicious domains by accident.

One step ahead.
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The most significant malicious codes in Q1
Below are a few examples of malicious domains related to virtual Valentine cards:

Figure 23. Examples of malicious domains related to Valentines Day.
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The most significant malicious codes in Q1
Waledac has not only been active before Valentines Day; some weeks later, the domains
used to distribute malware were still offering exclusive discount coupons.

Figure 24. Website offering discount vouchers.
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The most significant malicious codes in Q1
These coupons also correspond to Waledac, but use different names: couponlist.exe,
coupons.exe, list.exe or print.exe; in short, same dog, different collar.
At present, approximately 140 domains have been used to distribute malicious codes from
the Waledac family.
Waledac has not only used Valentine-related issues, but also other important events such as
the election of the US president. Cyber-crooks used a story about Barack Obama turning
down the presidency to attract users attention.

Figure 25. Email about Barack Obama turning down the presidency.

Figure 26. Website displaying spoof news about Barack Obama.
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The most significant malicious codes in Q1
Here are some of the most significant actions these malicious codes take on entering computers:
 They modify the system registry entries, so they can run on the next system restart.
 The worm searches for email addresses in the hard disk drives, removable drives and on
shared networks.
 They encrypt the information collected, store it on a file using a random name, and send
it to different addresses.
 The system spreads new spam messages to infect as many people as possible.
 The backdoor component opens a TCP communication port that allows remote users
to connect and run arbitrary commands on infected systems.
At present, there are still different opinions on whether Waledac is an evolution of Storm
worm, or Storm worm itself, as it has many similarities regarding its distribution and malicious
effects on the system. Regardless of this, together with the Conficker worm, it is one of the
most significant malicious codes this quarter.

One step ahead.
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2009 Q1 Trends
If the Trends section in this report partly coincides with our 2009 expectations, it
demonstrates we have done a good job. And this is so, as we predicted specific viruses
would re-emerge and Sality.AO is such an example.

Sality.AO
Sality.AO uses old techniques, i.e. EPO and Cavity. Both techniques are related to the way
in which the original file is modified to be infected, making the infection more difficult to
detect and consequently more difficult to disinfect. The EPO technique allows the
legitimate file to run before beginning the infection, making its detection more difficult.
The Cavity technique on the other hand, consists in using the blank spaces of the code in
the legitimate file to insert the malicious code.
These techniques differ significantly from those obtained through automatic malware creation
tools, which have been responsible for the significant increase of threats in recent years. They
also require greater skill as well as an extensive knowledge in programming malicious code.
In addition, Sality.AO implements extra features such as the possibility to connect to an IRC
channel to receive instructions from its creator. This way, the creator can take control of the
computer.
As well as infecting files using older techniques, Sality.AO also uses more modern mechanisms
to spread across the Internet. For example, it infects PHP, ASP and HTML files on a computer
with an iFrame tag. When one of these files is run, the browser is redirected to a malicious
page which launches an exploit on the computer (without the users knowledge) to download
new malware samples.
If the infected files are loaded to a web page (the extensions of the infected files are typical
of the types of files loaded to the web), users that visit or download from those pages will
be infected.
The file downloaded through this technique is a Trojan infected by a virus (an older variant
of Sality). Additionally, the Trojan has downloader functions to continue downloading new
malware onto the computer.

One step ahead.
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2009 Q1 Trends
Social networks
Security companies have been warning users about social networks, informing them that
their personal data could be accessed by third-parties and that these networks are sometimes
used to spread malware.
In 2008 we detected isolated events affecting social networks. However, in the first quarter
of 2009 there have been numerous incidents. Apart from typical malware such as Boface
(also known as Koobface) that uses social networks to spread, we have detected social
networks with links that direct users to malware (in the form of comments), trying to trick
them into becoming infected.
This in itself is not new; it is something they have always done: exploiting users curiosity to
fool them and redirect them to advertisements or infect them. The difference is they are
starting to do it massively on popular websites: digg.com, YouTube, Facebook, Twitter...

Conficker
We must not forget to include Conficker in the 2009 Q1 summary, as it has caused
millions of infections over a very short period. Although the situation is currently under
control, this worm is able to generate URLs to which it connects in order to download
malicious code. The latest known variant will start to generate 50,000 URLs on a daily basis
from April 1. We believe hackers will use it to infect users with new Conficker variants or
other malicious codes.

USB VACCINE
Removable drives have become a major channel for the propagation of malicious code,
due to the increasing use of memory sticks and portable hard disks to share information (in
households and corporate environments).
Nowadays, most companies have perimeter protection (firewall, etc.), but this does not
prevent employees from taking their memory sticks to work, connecting them to the
workstation and spreading the malicious code across the network. Panda Research has
developed a free tool that allows users to protect their removable drives from malware:
USB vaccine.
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2009 Q1 Trends
AMTSO
The next AMTSO meeting will take place in Budapest in May, where we will validate a
series of documents we have worked on in the last few months. We will offer you further
details in the next report.
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About Pandalabs
PandaLabs is Panda Securitys anti-malware laboratory, and represents the companys
nerve center for malware treatment:
 PandaLabs creates continually and in real-time the counter-measures necessary to
protect Panda Security clients from all kind of malicious code on a global level.
 PandaLabs is in this way responsible for carrying out detailed scans of all kinds of
malware, with the aim of improving the protection offered to Panda Security clients,
as well as keeping the general public informed.
 Likewise, PandaLabs maintains a constant state of vigilance, closely observing the
various trends and developments taking place in the field of malware and security. Its
aim is to warn and provide alerts on imminent dangers and threats, as well as to
forecast future events.
 For further information about the last threats discovered, consult the PandaLabs blog
at: http://pandalabs.pandasecurity.com/.
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